Abstract
Introduction
Free space optical (FSO) (i.e., optical wireless) communication provides an attractive approach to RF-based wireless communication and is a line of sight technology. Distance between transmitting and receiving points can be from several meters up to a few kilometers. It is a growing up technology which offers full duplex and usually protocol independent data transmission between two stations. line of site communication can be possible without the turbulence environment and it is very much efficient in indoor or obstacle less place but in outdoor communication there is environmental effect like fog, haze, rain and dust that limits the FSO link [1] . Signal diverts from its actual path by the scattering caused by different earth unequal points The combination of environmental attenuation and earth inequalities losses provides total attenuation. For better communication we also need large link distance, less scattering, less absorption, less misaiming, large laser power & data bits. We also have to make a reduced cost, faster implementation and easy installable over long distances [2] . To get these and to reduce the effect of these environmental conditions we need a special quality of FSO link.
Spatial diversity in FSO
High quality services can be obtained by sending several copies of same signal with the help of diversity. Spatial diversity is a type of diversity based on having multiple antennas at the transmitter and the receiver [3] . Throughput of the channel can be increased linearly with every pair of antenna added to the system. The use of multiple antennas in spatial increases the reliability and availability by simultaneously transmitting the same signal. Spatial diversity is known as transmit diversity if multiple antennas are used for transmission purpose and receive diversity when multiple antennas are used for receiving purposes [4] . In FSO communication system, quality of the signal decreases due to environmental effect like fog, haze, rain and dust. In spatial diversity,it is possible to reduce fading and in response quality of signal can be increased. To provide diversity in a system multiple lenses are used in the transmitter and receiver section. Multiple beams from the transmitter are send to different paths using lenses,beams after propagation through the channel get attenuated due to atmospheric disturbances. The attenuation faced by each path will be different and the multiple copies of transmitted signal are then received at the receiver section using lenses [5] .
System Design
The fundamental elements that form the FSO system are the FSO transmitter , channel and receiver. Analysis of performance of Multiple Transreciever system in FSO link is done by using the OptiSystem Version 7.0. The power of the TX is set to be 10dbm and the frequency is 353 THz or 850 nm. The output of the each TX is connected to the respective fork which is used to replicate the number of output ports so that signals coming out from their respective fork's output has the same value with the output signal from the former component connected to it. From a single source multiple laser beams are produced by the first fork connected to the TX [6] . Then, the output signals will be connected to another set of forks respectively to produce another set of multiple laser beams. Then before sending to the FSO channel these multiple laser beams are combined together with a power combiner. The output coming out from the power combiners are then sent to the FSO channel. This system is a subsystem of two telescopes with the intermediate FSO channel. The apertures of the Transmitter and Receiver are set to 2.5 cm and 8 cm respectively. The distance of the channel is set to 2 km and the beam divergence is 2 mrad. The work will involve the modification of the single Transmitter and Receiver layout design to enable the simulation of the multiple Transceivers.
Table 1. Parameters Chosen
In practical cases there is attenuation in the received signal due to weather conditions of the channel. We should set the attenuation losses in the FSO. Typical attenuation values of three conditions clear, fog and haze are 0.43dB/km, 43dB/km and 4.3 dB/km respectively [7] . At first the attenuation value is set as 0.43dB/km (clear). The optical signal is received by optical receiver in the FSO channel. These simulations include three visualizer's namely optical power meter, BER analyser and optical spectrum analyser. Optical spectrum analyzers analyse the optical spectrum. Optical power meters can measure the power received in both dBm and Watts. BER analyzer can calculate the BER value, display eye diagram and Q factor. The most important challenge faced by FSO system is fog. Its attenuation is taken as 43 dB/km. In FSO system under fog with same other conditions, it is seen that Q factor of 1 TX/1 RX FSO system is only 7.11, 4 TX/4 RX is 19.7 while that of 8 TX/8 RX is 36. It is shown in Figure 5 . This higher Q factor obtained is due to spatial diversity. 
Conclusion
In the near future Free Space Optics is a promising communication technology. There is distortion of signals at the receiver due to the atmospheric disturbances. By using new techniques it is possible to reduce the distortion in the atmospheric effects on the optical signal. efficiency is increased by the Incorporation of spatial diversity in the FSO system under different disturbances. Even though Q factor of FSO system decreases on increasing attenuation, the 8 TX/4 RX shows a higher Q factor and better performances. 
